PALLET TRUCK SCALES
Making pallet truck scales that can endure the tough environments which various industrial applications throw
at them, is no easy task, but EuroScales has for over 15 years been recognised by most of the largest
companies in Europe as a leader in the field offering scales from simple weighing right through to complex
systems with radio transmission linked to the clients database for warehousing, stock checking and stock
control purposes.
Part of the package is a full service backup that includes, 12 months on-site parts and labour warranty after
which Euroscales will then be at your disposal to offer annual contracts that include parts and labour as well
as calibration certificates to meet the needs of clients with ISO 9000 certification.
Whatever your application Euroscales will endeavour to offer you a solution to your needs. Providing you with
an accuracy of 0.1% of the applied load, you can be confident in the knowledge that the given reading is
accurate.

Avenger
Avenger pallet truck scale with the added option of
being a Trade Approved Scale, allowing you to charge
for the weight shown on the display.
Eliminating the need to take the goods to a static
scale if you are charging by weight.

Laser/Concept
This is an upgradable scale where at some future
date you can add a printer converting it into a
Concept. The indicator has a clear LCD with
indicators to show what state the scale is in e.g.
motion. kg, lb, gross, net and centre of zero.
Featuring a full numeric keyboard, also with zero,
tare, recall keys and accumulation function.

Wizard – ATEX Approved
This particular model is made for hazardous areas
where the environment is zone 1 or 2. With 10 tare
entries it is ideal for use in barrel filling and
decanting applications. The battery will last up to
30-50 hours between charges in auto power savings
mode. Ex Rating – EEX ib IIC T4.

PALLET TRUCK SCALES –

SPECIFICATIONS

Standard Specifications

Optional Extras

0.1% of the applied load

•Set point output

2300kg/2500kg capacity

•Set point buzzer

0.5kg standard graduations

•Deadmans brake

Fast three stage battery charger

•Tandem wheels

Rechargeable 12v battery

•Calibration Certificate

12 month on-site warranty parts and labour
Simple and easy to follow instructions

•RF transmission
•Wet spec. wheels
•Stainless steel axles

Options

•Wet spec.display
•Spare battery

Capacity 3000kg

•RS232 output

Graduations 1kg, 0.5kg, 0.2kg

•Foot brake

Sleep mode between 1-20 minutes of inactivity
•Hand brake

Non standard widths

•LED display

Non standard lengths

•Quick lift pump

Forward facing display

•Custom software

Rotating display
Stainless steel versions

•ATEX EEX ib TTC T4

Printers – thermal

•Silicone cover
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